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38.1 m 2015 Benetti Fast 125
€13,900,000 Tax: Not Paid
Marmaris, Turkey

Boat Details

Make: Benetti
Model: Fast 125
Year: 2015
Length: 38 m 10 cm
Price: €13,900,000
Condition: Used

Class: Motor Yacht
Hull Material: Fiberglass
Drive Type: Pod Drive
Beam: 8 m 45 cm
Boat Location: Marmaris, Turkey
Cabins: 5

Heads: 7
Fuel Type: Diesel
Max Draft: 2 m 8 cm

Jean Lacombe | ALLIED YACHTING
Boulevard de La Croisette, Port Canto, Cannes, Alpes-Maritimes, France

Tel: +33 (0)493 43 82 83  Fax: +33 (0)492 59 11 05
jlacombe@alliedyachting.com

http://www.alliedyachting.com
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Description

The BENETTI FAST 125′ is the most popular of the Benetti Class Fast Displacement range and is influenced by
her construction technology, styling and layout.

With a length of 38.1m and a beam of 8.45m, built in fibreglass and carbon composites at the Viareggio yard, the
FAST 125′ is a three-decked (plus the sundeck) semi wide body yacht. The sportive exterior was designed by
Stefano Righini with a widespread use of horizontal windows that accentuate the streamlining, together with a
remarkable central structure in the side of the superstructure that covers the access stairway to the upper deck.

This BENETTI FAST 125 Superyacht for sale, was the first of the series. The furnishings, originally developed by
the interior designer Alfred Karram Jr, are a referral to the very modern style, with a predominant use of grey wood
next to the ceiling’s black and white. The crystal dining room table and steel detailing provide a clear sensation of
technology.

The exterior of this BENETTI FAST 125 has four distinct areas devoted to the sea and on-board living. Astern on
the upper deck we have a lounge with a custom divan over two meters long and almost five wide, while forward a
swimming pool and area for relaxing are added to the traditional sun-deck. The original Owner also specifically
requested that the deck be equipped with an external steering position.

The beach area has its own bar and is completely dedicated to enjoying the sea, thanks to the non-intruding
lateral garage opening.

The exterior spaces are finished in a special grey and white gel coating that adds a special brilliance to the
entertaining areas. The teak flooring is designed to respect the angular geometries of the superstructure and hull.
This is evident in the direction of the planking that consistently flows in a parallel direction to the angle of the bow.
The starboard and port side planks all converge into one centre plank that serves as a visual spine that runs the
entire length of the boat.

The interior layout features four suites for eight guests, plus the full beam Owner’s apartment on the main deck.
The Captain will have a crew of eight for running the yacht and catering to the guests.

On the main deck, the cockpit is furnished with a settee, tables and two armchairs, and the guests move to the
main salon through a large sliding crystal door.

Upon entering the saloon, the black, grey, and white book-matched granite floor creates a grand palatial entrance
into the space. An intricately designed multi-tiered ceiling that is finished in alternating polished and matte grey
lacquer delineates the furnished spaces below. The eye is then immediately directed to a deeply textured circular
relief painting that is finished in a brilliant crimson medium. This piece of art seemingly floats against a striking
black and silver aluminium tiled wall, creating a dramatic backdrop for the Dining room. A custom designed dining
table base of sleek juxtaposed polished stainless-steel columns support the crystal glass tabletop. All of the walls
throughout are comprised of a cool grey stained exotic wood panelling that fully envelopes the entire space. The
welcoming sofa seating is adorned with fine leather hides, set off by a brilliant textured fabric.

The day bathroom is done in backlit sheets of resin encased stone, creating a beautiful visual effect.

The main staircase appears as a beautiful waterfall providing access to the wheelhouse and gymnasium above,
and the VIP and guest suites below. Thick black leather treads softly flow over the custom designed molten glass
risers, that when backlit, act as a stunning light source at night.

Moving further forward we reach the Owner’s apartment, composed of a spacious dressing room, his bedroom
with a worktable, a small salon and two bathrooms, his and hers, separated by a large shower in granite and
mosaics.

The Master suite features an upholstered suede accent wall, designed in alternating trapezoidal shapes. The LED
TV is inset into a highly textured resin panelled wall, coloured in different hues of cool blue, black and grey, with
scattered ascents of silver and white flecks. The King size bed is shroud in soft grey leather, outfitted with
sumptuous black satin linens, finished in a highly textured bed cover and pillows. A custom designed desk and
coffee table continue the stainless-steel and glass motif shared by other tables throughout.
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The design also foresees two large glass walls on either side that provide a perfect visual and natural light
combination.

The galley was very much appreciated by the Owner, with a country kitchen equipped with a professional cooking
area completely separate from a second area with a large table for the crew mess, but that can also be used as
an extra space for the Owner and an extension of the main kitchen.

If the exterior of the upper deck is completely dedicated to the sun and relaxation, it has a very original interior
layout. Indoors, you will find here a gaming area and comfortable sofas for the media room. A bent glass screen
wall serves as a sculptural entrance into the wheelhouse.

Dropping below to the lower deck, a central lobby leads to the four guest cabins. The two VIP queen size cabins
are towards the stern, while the remaining two have twin berths with additional Pullman bunks. All have their own
private bathroom. Farther forward we have the laundry and crew area.

The performance of the BENETTI FAST 125’s D2P-Displacement to Planing® hull form with wave piercer is also
equipped with an innovative series of Azipods. During sea trails performance was better than expected with a top
speed of 24 knots, two more than were theorized in design.

Her revolutionary hull form allows the Owner to use the yacht both in displacement mode with low fuel
consumption for slow deliveries and at higher speeds in complete comfort. The quiet ride was obtained through
the use of her special propulsion system which allows the engine room to be placed farther aft, providing
increased isolation for the guest cabins. The FAST 125′ was awarded the RINA Comfort Class classification,
which proves how silent and smooth her ride is.

The yacht’s excellent performance is also due to the lightness of the hull, thanks to the introduction of fibreglass
and carbon fibre in the superstructure. This intelligent combination gives the yacht a 40% lighter weight when
compared to traditional structures, where light weight equals improved performance.

 

KEY FEATURES

Built both to EU and USA Specifications (electrical systems)

Highly sought-for Benetti Fast 125 series

Revolutionary fast-displacement hull form

Interior decor by Alfred Karram Jr.

A hi-tech yacht with versatile performance!

40% lighter superstructure built of fibreglass and carbon

The Displacement to Planing D2P hull form with wave piercer combines the advantages of a displacement
hull at low speeds with those of a planing hull at high speeds

Accommodations for up to 12 guests in 5 staterooms; full-beam, on deck master suite, 2 VIPs, 2 twins, each
with Pullmans

Well-planned exterior decks boast 4 spacious areas for sunbathing relaxation and entertainment, including
transom beach-club and 2 outdoors Jacuzzis

Upper deck layout devoted gaming and media

Twin MTU 12V2000 M94 engines; max speed 24 knots, cruising speed 17 knots

Zero-Speed underway and at-anchor stabilization

Classed to RINA Comfort Class, demonstrating her quiet propulsion system

Refit 2021

 

Please click on the « Full Specs » tab for complete details of this Tri-deck Supeyacht for Sale.

Information & Features
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MTU 16V 2000 M94 (Engine 1)
Type: Inboard

Fuel Type: Diesel

Drive Type: Pod Drive

Power: 2600 hp

MTU 16V 2000 M94 (Engine 2)
Type: Inboard

Fuel Type: Diesel

Drive Type: Pod Drive

Power: 2600 hp

Dimensions
LOA: 38 m 10 cm

LWL: 30 m

Beam: 8 m 45 cm

Max Draft: 2 m 8 cm

Accommodations
Cabins: 5

Heads: 7

Other
Hull Shape: Semi Displacement

Flag Of Registry: Palau

Designer: PL. Ausonio / S. Righini /A. Karram

Builder: Benetti S.p.A. (Italy)

Additional Equipment
- Joystick Control
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Full Specs

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS

Builder: Benetti SpA (Italy)

Model: Benetti Fast 125

Naval Architect: Pierluigi Ausonio Naval Architecture & Benetti

Exterior Design/Stylist: Stefano Righini

Interior Designer: Alfred Karram Jr.

Type: Tri-Deck Yacht / Motor-Yacht / Superyacht

Hull Type: Semi-displacement / Planing

Hull Material: GRP

Superstructure Material: Carbon fibre and GRP

Decks: Teak

Year Built: 2015

Refit: 2021

Length Overall: 38.10 m (125’)

Waterline Length: 30.00 m (98’ 5”)

Beam (moulded): 8.45 m (27’ 9”)

Draft: 2.08 m (6’ 10”)

Displacement (half load): 184,500 kgs (406,753 lbs)

Displacement (full load): 197,000 kgs (434,311 lbs)

Gross Tonnage: 347 GT

Classification: RINA Pleasure Yacht C ✠ HULL • MACH Y

Flag of Registry: Palau

Location: Marmaris, Turkey

 

PROPULSION

Type / Fuel: Twin Diesel

Engine Type: 2 x 2600 Hp (1939 kW) MTU 16V 2000 M94 @ 2450 RPM each

Engine Hours: 2350 h (November 2023)

Gearboxes for Main Engines: 2 x ZF 3070, reduction rate 1.645:1

Drives: 2 x Azipods ROLLS-ROYCE AZP65C

Maximum Speed: 24 knots

Range: 570 NM @ 24 knots                                                                                 

Cruising Speed: 17 knots

Range: 750 NM @ 17 knots

Economical Speed: 12 knots

Range: 1,250 NM @ 12 knots

 

TANKAGE

Fuel Capacity: 25,000 l (6,604 USG)

Fresh Water Capacity: 4,000 l (1,056 USG)
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Black/Grey Waters: 4,000 l (1,056 USG)

 

ACCOMMODATIONS

Sleeps up to 12 guests in 5 en-suite staterooms (3 doubles, 2 twins)

Guest Cabin Configuration:

Main deck beam-wide Master suite with King-size bed, en-suite bathroom with His & Hers separate
lavabos, central bathtub, shower room, office, vanity and walk-in dressing room

Lower deck 2 VIP double cabins, each with closets and en-suite bathrooms

Lower deck 2 Twin cabins, each with closets and en-suite bathrooms, and additional Pullman beds suitable
for children up to 12 years old

Upper deck with media room, sofas, gaming table, pantry, day head and wheelhouse

Main deck with main saloon, formal dining, day head and fully equipped galley

Crew Accommodations:

Up to 8 Crew in 4 cabins

Double Captain’s cabin on bridge deck

3 x Crew cabins on lower deck

All with en-suite facilities

Crew mess / dinette on lower deck

Laundry room on lower deck

 

LAYOUT

Main Deck:

One can board the vessel either by the side-boarding ladder amidships or by the telescopic passarelle. This
deck consists of the Master stateroom near the bow, the galley to the port side, day-head to starboard, a
beautiful main saloon, and aft deck. The entire exterior deck is laid with teak while the interior design uses a
combination of carpet and stone

With the large settees and cocktail/ dining table, the aft deck is a popular place for guests. The table can be
quickly expanded, raised, and lowered to suit. A large double glass door opens automatically to provide
entrance to the main saloon. Access to the swim platform/beach club or bridge deck is also provided via
large built-in, teak-laden stairs

The main saloon has been designed to be used and enjoyed by guests rather than being an afterthought.
Beautiful, comfortable lounge-style sofas provide a relaxing place to watch the world go by through large,
full-height windows. The visibility and light in the main saloon are extraordinary. An interior formal dining
table comfortably accommodates a party of 10 guests

The galley is located amidships on the port side and consists of the main galley with a stewardess pantry
for guest services

The Master stateroom is beautifully framed between 4 huge windows, 2 to port and 2 to starboard. Because
these windows are split horizontally rather than vertically, it allows the owner to see the ocean and horizon
while seated, standing, or lying down. A King-sized bed on the centreline has custom designed side tables
and a large flat screen TV on the forward wall

The His-and-Hers en-suite bathroom is beautifully decorated with matching grey granite on the floor,
counter tops, and shower. Each person has a private head, sink, and vanity while sharing an oversized rain
shower in between

Lower Deck:
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The lower deck is home to four guest staterooms amidships, the crew quarters in the bow, the engine room,
tender garage, and beach club

Moving down from the center guest foyer, you will find four beautifully appointed guest staterooms. The 2 aft
staterooms have Queen-sized berths, and the 2 forward cabins are fitted with twin berths and an additional
Pullman berth each. All feature large en-suite bathrooms, and full entertainment systems

Crew Quarters:

Accessed from the galley area at the bottom of the stairs to port is a crew mess and crew galley. On the
port side is a laundry facility with a Miele washer and dryer. Forward of this are 3 crew staterooms, each
with 2 twin berths and en-suite bathroom facilities

Engine Room:

The engine room is accessed via doors and stairs from the port main deck sidewalk. The yacht is equipped
with all of the latest state-of-the-art mechanical equipment for world-wide cruising, including the main
engines, generators, zero-speed stabilizers, and air conditioning

Tender Garage:

A starboard hull garage door opens to allow storage and lateral launching of a Williams 445 jet tender and
possibility for an additional wave runner

Beach Club Swim Platform:

The beach club and swim platform are the focal point of all water activities on the boat. When open, guests
have a full beam water deck to enjoy any kind of water sports or simply relax in front of the beautiful view.

Bridge/Skylounge Deck:

This deck is a beautiful combination of design elements that allows you to easily connect the large upper aft
deck and the full-beam skylounge with a series of connected full height sliding glass doors. With the glass
closed, you have two separate areas, one air-conditioned with gaming table and media room and one with
fresh air, that both have beautiful views across the horizons. With the glass doors open, you have a
massive deck capable of hosting any number of guests

On the upper aft deck, beautiful freestanding settees can be used for relaxing or sunbathing. Just under the
covered area is a large dining table that can be expanded to accommodate up to 12 guests

The wheelhouse is very well-designed with state-of-the-art equipment, excellent visibility, and substantial
space for crew on watch. In addition to a full suite of navigation and communication equipment for full
commercial operation of the yacht, the Captain’s Quarters are located conveniently nearby with a full berth
and en-suite bathroom

Forward Sundeck:

The forward sundeck is a feature not commonly found on yachts of any size. Effectively a 5th sundeck for
the guests, the unique feature of the area is the Jacuzzi that is built into the middle of a massive outside
lounge area. This sun deck is perfect for privacy when backed into ports around the Mediterranean. It is
easily covered with umbrella-style shades to filter the sun on hot days, or it can be left uncovered for those
seeking full sun

Sundeck:

Guests can enjoy a massive sundeck, featuring a full service wet bar. In addition to the five built-in
barstools, the large cushioned teak settees on the starboard side are a perfect place to enjoy a cocktail and
watch game on the 42-inch flat screen behind the bar. Two multi-function tables that have the capability to
be expanded and raised/lowered to suit any occasion, complement the settees. An additional Jacuzzi was
fitted aft in 2021 and a retractable awning, built into the fiberglass hardtop, allows you to enjoy this area in
sun or shade as preferred. To the aft of the deck are 4 oversized, cushioned chaise lounges for sunbathing
that can be protected by the built-in umbrellas to either side. The entire deck is covered in teak to provide
an elegant, comfortable setting
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GENERATORS & ELECTRICITY

Output: 400V AC / 3 phase / 50Hz

Generators: 2 x 70 kW KOHLER 70EFOZDJ 14 l/h (3.7 g/h) generators

Generator Hours: 5000 h (November 2023)

Generator Fuel Consumption: 100% load 19.5 l/h (5.2 g/h) • 75% load 14 l/h (3.7
g/h)                                                    

Shore Power: ASEA 70 kW 400V AC / 3 phase / 50Hz

Air Conditioning: CLIMMA Marine

Batteries:

Main Engines Starting: 24V DC

Generators Starting: 24V DC

Emergency: 24V DC

 

OTHER MACHINERY

Watermakers: 2 x IDROMAR MC 95 / MC 2 reverse osmosis water makers (Capacity 7,100 l / day sea water
temperature)

Trim Tabs/Stabilizers: CMC Stabilis Electra SE80-7 kW 400V AC 3 phase 50 Hz

Bow Thruster: CMC BTM50 with electrical motor of 45 kW 400V AC 3 phase 50 Hz

Steering System: Azipods ROLLS-ROYCE AZP65C

Sewage System: TECNICOMAR (Ecomar 16)

Fresh Water System: 2 x Electrical pumps GIANNESCHI JET622 400V AC

 

COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

Telephone System: Small Business VoIP server and gateway, 2 External lines, up to 15 internal, integrated to
B.E.S.T. system

1 x Rack 2U

4 x CISCO SPA502 IP phone        

VHF: 2 x FURUNO FM 4721

Intercom: CANTALUPI in wheelhouse, engine room, emergency steering station, forecastle, aft.

SAT Com: KVH TracVision

 

NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT

Radars: FURUNO FAR 2107 RCU-014 / NAVNET 3D 12kW X band 4ft antenna

Magnetic Compass: 1 x RIVERA P6W3

Auto Pilot: SIMRAD with black box AP-70

Depth Sounder: FURUNO NavNet integrate

GPS: FURUNO GP320B, IMO approved

Plotter: NOBELTEC

Laser Plotter: NavNet 3D

Wind/Speed Log: FURUNO RD33
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ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT

CRESTRON Smart house system that allows to distribute audio and video streams coming from diverse sources
like satellite TV receivers, Apple TV, FM tuner etc., as well as control for comfort system (such as air conditioning,
window curtains, lighting etc.)

STARLINK Maritime internet

Crew Mess:

1 x TV 19’’ LCD HD ready - 16:9

1 x Micro Hi-Fi - AM / FM tuner - DVD player

Pair of loudspeakers

1 x iPod docking station

Guest Cabins:

1 x TV 22’’ LCD HD ready - 16:9,

1 x Audio video receiver - AM / FM tuner - HDMI input / output

1 x Blu-Ray Player

Pair of loudspeakers

1 x Integrated RF/IR remote control

1 x APPLE Airplay Audio interface

VIP Cabins:

1 x TV 26’’ LCD HD ready - 16:9

1 x Audio video receiver - AM / FM tuner - HDMI input / output

1 x Blu-Ray Player

Pair of loudspeakers

1 x Integrated RF / IR remote control

1 x APPLE Airplay Audio interface

1 x Car stereo - AM / FM tuner - CD player

Pair of loudspeakers

Owner’s Stateroom:

1 x TV 40’’ LED full HD 1080P - 16:9

1 x Audio video receiver - AM / FM tuner - HDMI input / output

1 x Blu-Ray Player

1 x High quality speaker system surround 5.1 with powered subwoofer

1 x Integrated RF / IR remote control

1 x APPLE Airplay Audio interface

Main Saloon:

1 x TV 40’’ LED full HD 1080P - 16:9

1 x Audio video receiver - AM / FM Tuner - HDMI input / output

1 x Blu-Ray Player

1 x High quality speaker system surround 5.1 with powered subwoofer

1 x Integrated RF / IR remote control

1 x APPLE Airplay Audio interface

Pair of loudspeakers

Main Deck:
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4 x Marine speakers 8”

Wheelhouse:

1 x Micro Hi-Fi - AM / FM tuner - CD player

Pair of loudspeakers

Sky Lounge:

1 x TV 40’’ LED full HD 1080P - 16:9

1 x Audio video receiver - AM / FM tuner - HDMI input / output

1 x Blu-Ray Player

1 x High quality speaker system surround 5.1 with powered subwoofer

1 x Integrated RF / IR remote control

1 x APPLE Airplay Audio interface           

Upper Deck / Sundeck / Beach Area:

4 x Marine speakers 8”

2 x Marine speakers 8”

1 x Marine CD / mp3 Player - radio tuner (Sun Deck)

4 x Marine speakers 8” (Sun deck

2 x Marine speakers 8” (Beach Area)

1 x Car stereo - AM / FM tuner - CD player (Beach Area)

 

GALLEY & LAUNDRY EQUIPMENT

Main Galley Equipment:

Cooking Equipment: MIELE Cooking top and oven

Refrigerator/Freezer: LIEBHERR K11820 SD

Dishwasher: MIELE G6995

Additional Galley Equipment (Pantry):

Cooking Equipment: MIELE Microwave

Refrigeration/Freezer: MIELE

Dishwasher: MIELE G6995

Laundry Equipment:

Main Laundry Equipment: MIELE washer and dryer Machine PW 6065 /               PT7135C

 

DECK EQUIPMENT

Anchor Windlasses System: 2 x MZ Electronic Sun 400V AC, 3 phases vertical type 5500W

Aft Warping Capstans: 2 x MZ Electronic Milos foot operated 400V AC 3 phase 3000W

Anchors: 2 x Galvanized steel High Holding Power HHP / POSIDONIA of the weight of 160 kg each

Anchor Chains: 2 x MAGGIE CANTENE, 14 mm zinc-plated, without link stud (150m to Port, 175m to Starboard)

Boat Crane and Davits: 1 x COSNAV

Passerelle: 1 x COSNAV telescopic retractable hydraulic stern gangway

Swimming Platform: Stern hydraulic swim platform

 

SECURITY, FIRE FIGHTING & SAFETY EQUIPMENT

Fire Control System: AUTOPRIME electric pump
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Fire Extinguishers: According to RINA classification Powder 6kg-15/ CO2-5/ FOAM-2

Alarms:AUTRONICA audible and visible alarms in wheelhouse

Liferafts: 2 x EUROVINIL

Flares: 4 Sets according to RINA classification

Medical Equipment: 1 x Medical kit box

CCTV System: HIKVISION with 7 cameras and 2 monitors

Life Rafts: 2

Life Rings: 4

EPIRB: 1 x OCEAN SIGNAL

 

TENDERS & TOYS

Tender: 1 x WILLIAMS 445 DieselJet with tender lift arrangement

Dive Gear: 2 x Sets of diving gear

2 x SEABOBs

Jet Surf

Lift Surf

 

BROKERS COMMENTS

With an ultra-modern interior design and décor influenced by a a passionate original Owner fond of invention and
technology, this BENETTI FAST 125 is a sporty, state-of-the-art vessel, and is the first of many launches in the
BENETTI FAST 125 series. Sharp and dramatic, her interior boasts accommodations for 12 guests in 5
staterooms, which include a lavish Master suite, 2 queen VIPs, and 2 twins.

 

A fast-displacement hull form gives the yacht the advantages of a displacement hull at low speeds, with those of a
planing hull at fast speeds.

Yacht Brochure

Available on request.

Inspections

Prior Appointment, please.

Berth

Berth place management possible on French or Italian Riviera as well as Spain (Mainland and Balearic Islands),
Greece and Turkey.

Disclaimer

These particulars are given in good faith as supplied to us but cannot be guaranteed and cannot be used for
contracts.
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